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Agenda 
• The numbers
• GM-the strike (or not)
• Mexico/trade/tariffs
• Capital investments
• Rivian
• Technology (electrics set to fly?)



The Numbers



August truck and car sales

• Ford, GM, Chrysler only report quarterly sales now
• Those who are reporting truck sales show double-

digit increases for August 
• Total vehicle sales up 0.7% YTD
• Total vehicles up 10% compared to last August
• What role incentives and fleet sales



August sales indicate momentum

• The seasonally adjusted, annualized sales rate 
17.07 million

• It's the fourth time this year at 17 million or 
more
– three out of the last four months.

• Across the industry, U.S. light-vehicle sales rose 
10.2 percent in August



Percent Change in Sales of Light Vehicles Per OEM:
August: 2019 vs. 2018
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U.S. Sales:  slight decline—upward revision possible …  
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U.S. Vehicle Production remains steady-GM may impact…Soon
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Plant overtime
FCA

Jefferson North-truck
Sterling Hts-truck
Toledo North-truck
Warren, MI-truck

Ford

Chicago-truck
Dearborn-truck
Kansas City-truck
Louisville Assembly-truck
Kentucky Truck-truck

General Motors

Arlington-truck
Bowling Green-car
Ingersoll, Ont-truck
Lansing-truck
Wentzville, MO-truck Hyundai

Montgomery, AL-car/truck



The trucks are still taking over



GM-the strike:
This will be tough

• Equal pay for recent hires
• Healthcare

– Area for potential cost savings 
• Guaranteed products
• Reopen idled plants 

– Notes from Janesville
– $195M subsidies at Lordstown since 2002
– Estimates say GM has +1 M excess capacity

• Union says they gave a lot post-recession—time for payback



Capital Investments





Or in this case, disinvestment
• Ford and Chrysler have virtually stopped 

making conventional family sedans and 
compact cars
– Except muscle cars—Mustang, Challenger
– Fusion, Focus gone—$11 B investment in 40 

electrified vehicles, including...a pickup truck! 



Sedans—who needs them?
Famous last words…

• Ford (and many others) is investing in 
expanding SUV and pickup lineup, electrified 
vehicles, autonomous, and connected 
technologies
– “…better businesses than traditional sedans…”
– Ford estimates AVs will last 4 years as a result of 

shared self-driving, thus replacing more frequently  



Notable investments

• Chrysler building new factory in Detroit

• Mahindra possible at ex-Buick City

• Toyota/Mazda plant opening soon in AL

• SF Motors (Chinese) purchase one half of American General plant in IN.

– $100 million for 700,000 sq ft facility

– Build electric vehicles

• Used plants are becoming a hot commodity

• Fate of Lordstown, Hamtramck?

– Could be a whipsaw…MI or Ohio

– sounds like GM/State of Ohio have a buyer—dubious…



Why is auto important? 

• Among countries composing the major 
economies of the world, the so-called “Group 
of 20,” every country except one—Saudi 
Arabia— manufactures autos.*

G20 members are Argentina, Australia, Brazil, Canada, China, France, Germany, India, Indonesia, Italy, Japan, 
Republic of Korea, Mexico, Russia, Saudi Arabia, South Africa, Turkey, the United Kingdom, the United States and the European Union. 

Source: Alliance of Automobile Manufacturers



NATIONAL IMPACT 
• 17.3 Million New Vehicles Sold in 2018 
• 4th Best Sales Year in U.S. History 
• 44 States Have 20,000+ Auto Jobs* 
• 24 States Have 100,000+ Auto Jobs*
• $205 billion in federal and state revenue from 

manufacture, sale and maintenance of 
automobiles
*Includes assembly, parts operations, and dealers  

Source: Alliance of Automobile Manufacturers



NINE OUT OF TEN AMERICANS 
SAY MANUFACTURING IMPORTANT

• "How important is the link between a country’s manufacturing 
sector and its status as a world power?”
– 89% say very, or somewhat important

• "How important is it to manufacture cars and light trucks in 
America?”
– 92% say very or somewhat important 

Source: Alliance of Automobile Manufacturers survey



Mexico/trade/tariffs



U.S.-Mexico-Canada Agreement 
Overview 
• Replaces NAFTA 
• Increases Regional Value Content (RVC) Requirements 

– More engine, transmission production in U.S. to meet content quotas
– Typically $300-$500 million investment in new plant, up to 750 employees 

• Adds new requirements for OEMs: 
– Labor Value Content (LVC): 40% - 45% of vehicle made by $16/hr employees  
– 70% Steel, 70% aluminum N.A. annual purchases 

• Target Start Date – Jan. 1, 2020 
• • 3-Yr phase-in period with potential 5-Yr transition (“Alternative Staging”) 
• Enforced at both Supplier and OEM level 
• Goods that fail to meet minimum thresholds subject to prevailing tariff rate (most components, 

passenger cars 2.5% - pick-up trucks 25%) 
• Different rules for categories of vehicles / parts (passenger, light trucks, heavy trucks, “other”)
• Automakers who source a lot of parts from overseas at risk—Hyundai, Kia, VW
• In the end, companies will adjust and more higher margin vehicles will be built in U.S.

Source:  MEMA



Source: Chicago Fed, Thomas Klier



$98 billion automobiles and parts exported

Source: Chicago Fed, Thomas Klier



Find the border

Source: Chicago Fed, Thomas Klier



Rivian (flavor of the month)



To date
• Bought Mitsubishi plant in Normal, IL., $16 million
• 2.6 million sq ft facility
• 1,000 employees
• $175 million investment
• Amazon announces plans to purchase 100,000 vehicles (electric vans)

– First vehicles on road by 2021
– $1.5 billion investments—Ford, Cox Automotive, Amazon
– No vehicles built as of yet…
– 10,000 Amazon vehicles on road by 2022

• Cue Tesla



Electric sales
• As more EVs hit the market, selling them could be 

a challenge
– At Frankfurt’s 2019 auto show, Volkswagen Group CEO 

Herbert Diess laid it on thick, calling on governments 
to give up coal-fired power as he unveiled the VW 
electric ID3 

– Carlos Tavares, CEO of Groupe PSA said “The next big 
thing is about affordable mobility and about how we 
make this work for the biggest number of people.”



Electrics demand
• Electric vehicles have only been popular in countries with significant incentives 

– Without incentives, sales of battery models drop dramatically. 

• Demand in China, the world’s biggest electric car market, fell 16 percent in August -- its second 
straight decline -- after the government scaled back subsidies.

• Demand in Denmark collapsed when the government phased out tax breaks in 2016.

• The industry is lobbying hard for governments to step up incentives to get to the “tipping point”

• Max Warburton, an analyst at Sanford C. Bernstein, wrote: “Should we be celebrating these cars, 
given the poor margins that most will have?”

• To manage investment in new technologies and unproven mobility businesses, OEMs need to 
increase number of broad-based partnerships 



Registrations 2017
• Gas 264,363,764 (95.01%) 
• Diesel 8,489,249 (3.05%) 
• Hybrid 4,368,232 (1.57%) 
• Electric 549,400 (0.20%) 
• Plug-in hybrid 473,191 (0.17%) 



Fueling infrastructure
• 332,094 Gasoline Stations
• 21,158 Electric Charging Stations 
• 912 Compressed Natural Gas Stations 
• 66 Liquefied Natural Gas Stations 
• 198 Biodiesel Stations
• 45 Hydrogen Stations
• 3,048 Liquefied Petroleum Gas Stations 



Push to automation and connected is leading to safer cars 

• U.S. Department of 
Transportation called 
innovations by car 
manufacturers a 
“revolution in safety.” 

• U-M study 

Rear-end crashes dropped 46%

Will affect towing services, bump shops, EMT



Things to watch: the good, bad, ugly

• Sales are picking up late in the year—just like last year
• European and global markets declining
• Carmakers betting heavily on electrics—business case?
• Carmakers betting heavily on autonomous and connected vehicles—business case?
• Climate change and the industry—intense political and regulatory pressure
• Trade war is disrupting supply chains—could intensify
• USMCA ratification…
• Incentives on the rise
• Housing market—more houses=more trucks
• Interest rates continue downward trend?
• Consumer confidence
• Gas prices remain stable
• New vehicle pricing increase of 5% could make used vehicles more appealing
• GM strikes goes on as sides become more entrenched, pulls economy down in industrial states
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